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Experienced by Catherine M. Soussloff
The possibilities presented by the pictorial space
of oil painting long served artists as the preeminent place for the exploration of the world
through art. Beginning in the sixteenth century,
Mannerist painters observed both their world and
their fantasies through canvases of increasing scale
in which the human figure dominated. In these
paintings color came to assault the eyes of the
viewer with the brightest possible hues, strangely
juxtaposed tonalities, and unexpected restraints
on the infinite possibilities of the oil painter’s palette. No longer simply, or only, representations of
nature or the natural world, these paintings spoke
about a way of being in the world that referenced
the individual and his particular manner of existence through a typology of figuration and subject matter that recalled antiquity and the ideal, as
much as it did fantasia, or outlandish invention. In
Mannerist paintings everything happening in the
human world of perception and gesture intensifies, such that the gaps in our knowledge of that
world bear directly upon the space between figures, the disharmony of color, the apparent emptiness of a gaze.
• • •
In the twenty-first century we have come to expect relationality and performativity from art that
finds its forms in installation and digital technologies.The artist Frank Galuszka maintains a hold on
the tradition of large easel paintings and the contemplative immersion required by the demands of
technical virtuosity in drawing and the manipulation of the viscous paint medium.
• • •
Speaking about his most recent group of paintings
Galuszka uses the words thin, cold, empty. He consistently compares the female figures found in his
compositions to the marble-like depictions of saints
and pagan gods found in Mannerist painting. This
historical style ostentatiously points to the manner

of making and construction — to painting and its
techne — as much as to the story being told. The
beings in Galuszka’s paintings bear the imperatives
of “behold” “learn” “mourn,” but they do not
actively seek to elicit an affective response from
their viewers. Rather, Mannerism — whether seen
in Michelangelo, Bronzino or Galuszka — points
both to the style of the artist and to the stylishness
of the paintings.
The monumental scale of Galuszka’s paintings relates to the prominence given to space in
this style. Just as the Modernist Jackson Pollock
astounded viewers with the immersive “all-overness” of his massive abstractions, so too the size
of Galuszka’s Mannerist paintings impress, but in
another manner: through the gaps that they offer.
The emphasis here lies in what the canvas restrains.
Through the overly classicized figures, we miss the
realistic human. Through the realistically depicted
still-life motifs in the lower corners of the compositions, we miss this elaboration in other passages
of the compositions. Through the simplifications
of color for the sake of color itself, we miss the
naturalism of lifelikeness. Unlike the Modernist
aesthetic of the pure visuality of the idea of “paint
itself,” Galuszka’s Mannerism insists on finding
meaning through “an unimpeachable spectacle
upon our senses.” Can we imagine stretching
a piece of canvas on supports larger than Second
Steps? Pulling us to the lower front of the canvas,
the basket of figs, so assiduously depicted, places
us in the visual trough of the composition which
almost slides downwards with the stream over the
creek bed. Once there, head neckwards, the bulky
figure of the child arrives virtually life-size in our
field of vision.
Galuszka’s Mannerist paintings succeed in
making us understand how individual perception
rivals nature itself — how the so-called “natural
world” might cede to the world in art.

Psychic, 2010, acrylic on canvas, 34 x 45"
Right: Second Steps, detail

Untitled (The Man), 2009, oil on canvas, 54 x 72"
Right: Inga, 2009, oil on canvas, 72 x 54"

Untitled (Woman on the cliffs), 2010, oil on panel, 11 x 14"
Left: Bethany, 2010, acrylic on canvas, 80 x 70"

Study for Second Steps, 2008, oil on canvas, 20 x 16"
Left: On the Threshold, 2009-11, acrylic on canvas, 72 x 54"

Notes on Mannerist Paintings
Frank Galuszka
The paintings in this exhibition arise from meditations on the puzzles and values of the Mannerist
project. In content, these paintings continue narratives that had been initiated earlier in my work.
Re-felt as well as re-seen, these narratives, with
different models and props, with adjusted iconologies, and with different emotional ambitions, are
placed within landscapes taken from the central
California coast.

Portrait of X, 2010, oil on linen, 52 x 48"

Seeking to enter and create worlds both
coherent and apart, my paintings do not derive
from any individual works of Mannerism, but
from an imaginary descent into a way of thinking
in which the proposals of these painters become
familiar — even intimate.
January 2011
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Left: Second Steps, 2009-10, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 63"
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